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How to dye leather 

Suede and Nubuck 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Leather  
 
1) Remove the old finish using Deglazer or Dye Prep  
2) Applying the new leather dye. Always apply with smooth even strokes  
3) Applying a new top finish or top coat. This is to prevent the leather dye from coming off on 
your clothes  
 
 
Because Leather is a natural material of varying composition, no two leathers will always accept 
a given dye with uniform results. It is suggested, therefore, that the colour chart be used as a 
guide and that swatches be tested be-fore dyeing a finished article.  
 
•Preparing the Leather for Dyeing: in the tanning process, various protective surface finishes 
are given to leather hides. This finish must be removed before dyeing. Fiebing's DYE-PREP, ap-
plied with a damp sponge, is recom-mended for stripping off tanning finishes and making the 
leather receptive to dyes. In some cases, when the leather has a lacquer coating, a lacquer sol-
vent like Deglazer should be used before using DYE-PREP.  
 
•Applying the Dye: After the leather has been cleaned and prepared as recommended above, 
apply the dye evenly using a piece of woolskin, cloth or a dauber. An alternate method for cov-
ering large areas evenly is to spray with spray gun or air brush. A second coat of dye may be 
applied if required. After dyeing, remove excess surface dye by rubbing briskly with a soft cloth.  
 
•Colour Control: When changing from a previously-dyed colour esp a very light to very dark 
shade, it is best to do it in two steps. First, neutralize the original colour with an intermediate 
colour, and then repeat the dyeing process with the final colour desired.  
 
•Dye mixing for Intermediate Colours: Fiebing dyes may be combined to achieve intermediate 
colours or tones not shown on the chart. In most cases, the basic rules of color mixing apply. 
An infinite number of colour shades are possible. Mixtures can be tested on swatches until the 
desired colour is achieved. Grey and white Fiebings dyes do not mix.  
 
Optional: Soak a clean cloth in the final dye colour. Apply evenly, being careful to get into any 
detailing and seams. Wipe away excess. Repeat this process.  
 
Then apply top finish  
 
 



How to Dye Suede and Nubuck leathers 

Suede and nubuck have a top surface, and should be treated differently to leather. Suede  has an open surface, so it absorbs 

liquids quickly. Nubuck has a soft buffed  velvet-like surface 

WHAT YOU WILL NEED 

 Fiebing’s Suede Dye 

 Suede or Nubuck Brush (see a show repairer for this) 

 Suede cleaner (see a show repairer for this) 

 Brushes and Daubers 

 Dying Gloves and Protective Apron 

 

1. Clean the suede surface to be dyed. Use a brush to remove excess dirt and raise the nap 

2. Use suede cleaner following the manufacturers’ instructions. Let suede dry completely before continuing on. 

3. Use a wool dauber to apply the dye, pushing it deep into the surface. Since suede is porous, it has a tendency to soak up 

dye. You will also notice that the dye tends to flatten the nap of the suede. 

4. Let each coat of dye dry for 1 – 2 hours. 

5. It may be necessary to blot excess dye for even colour. 

6. Between coats, restore the nap with a suede brush. 


